GLOBUS WINSHOT

1500

Winshot 1500 is the top-of-the-line of Globus training machines. It is particularly suitable for
professional teams (men and women), as it is able to reproduce hundreds of service, attacking
and setting actions with the utmost precision, with intervals of just 1.5 seconds. This model can
store 5 different types of shot, with their power and effect parameters, thanks to a dedicated
electronic board. Winshot 1500’s Speed Control System allows to control the ball speed thanks
to two led lights (red and green) placed at the center of the console.

WINSHOT 1500 CAN:
1. Train reception with floating and spin
serves, simulating jump and overarm
serve.
2. Train individual defense technique on
more or less powerful attacks, from
both first and second line.
3. Align attack, as it is able to simulate
perfect settings from any position on
the court, from 1st and 2nd line, with
any trajectory.

Andrea Giani – Italia

STRONG POINTS
1. Does not wear out the ball thanks to a special rubber on the spinning wheels (Globus patent).
2. Shooting height from 230 cm to 340 cm, particularly suitable for men.
3. Ball speed from 10 to 140 km/h.
4. Digital display with simultaneous regulation of the two spinning wheels.
5. Speed Control System indicating (green led) when ball speed is as set.
6. Possibility to store 5 different types of shots with power and effect parameters.
7. The shooting head is very adaptable and light for an easy regulation of trajectories.
8. Battery power with 10 hours of battery life.
9. Easy to move on the court in any area for either team or individual training.
10. Noiseless and easy to use: balls can be shot with the utmost precision.

Winshot 1500
Size and weight :
Minimum height without shooting head: 190 cm.
Minimum height with shooting head: 260 cm.
Maximum height : 370 cm.
Operator platform height 150 cm
Maximum width without baskets : 80 cm.
Maximum width with one basket: 120 cm
Maximum width with two baskets: 160 cm.
Machine depth : 150 cm.
Weight of Winshot : kg. 220
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Electrical box:
-Two buttons on the left indicating speed in %, from 0 to 100.
-Two led lights (red and green - Speed Control System)
indicating whether the wheel speed has reached (green) or
not ( red ) the set speed.
- Two right buttons for spin setting in %, from 0 to 50
- 5 memories to store 5 different types of shots with power
and effect parameters

Power supply:
- Battery operated with battery kit provided with :
-1 battery carrying case
- 2 batteries 12 V – 55 AH
- Globus battery charger

Globus battery
charger

Battery carrying case
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